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Abstract
The problem of determining the largest order nd,k of a graph of maximum degree at most d and diameter at most k is well known
as the degree/diameter problem. It is known that nd,kMd,k where Md,k is the Moore bound. For d = 4, the current best upper
bound for n4,k is M4,k − 1. In this paper we study properties of graphs of order Md,k − 2 and we give a new upper bound for n4,k
for k3.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
There are many famous and difﬁcult graph-theoretical problems that arose over the past four decades from the
design of interconnection networks (such as local area networks, parallel computers, switching system architecture
in VLSI technology, and many others). Perhaps the most prominent one is the degree/diameter problem which is to
determine, for each d and k, the largest order nd,k of a graph of maximum degree d and diameter at most k. Research
into this problem originated by the pioneering Hoffman and Singleton article [10] that has had many follow-ups; for
more bibliographical information we refer to [3,4,6,7].
Using a standard spanning tree argument (see Fig. 1) it is easy to derive the basic inequality nd,kMd,k where Md,k
is the Moore bound given by
Md,k = 1 + d + d(d − 1) + · · · + d(d − 1)k−1.
The equality nd,k =Md,k holds only if k = 1 and d1 or if k = 2 and d = 2, 3, 7, and possibly 57, or else if k3 and
d = 2. The corresponding graphs for k = 1 are complete graphs. For k = 2 the extremal graphs are the cycle of length
5 if d = 2, the Petersen graph if d = 3, and the Hoffman–Singleton graph if d = 7. Finally, for k3 and d = 2 the
extremal graphs are cycles of length 2k + 1. For k3 this was proved by Hoffman and Singleton [10] and the general
version was settled later by Bannai and Ito [1] and Damerell [5] using advanced matrix methods.
For the remaining values of d3 and k2 we have nd,kMd,k − 2 by results of Bannai and Ito [2] that again rely
on nontrivial matrix methods; see also Erdös et al. [9]. Examples of graphs showing that this bound is sharp are known
for the pairs (d, k) = (3, 2), (3, 3), (4, 2) and (5, 2) only [3,8,11] (see Figs. 2 and 3). A further improvement for cubic
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Fig. 1. A spanning tree of a Moore graph.
Fig. 2. Examples of graphs of order Md,k − 2.
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Fig. 3. The two non-isomorphic (3, 2, 2)-graphs, their layered diagrams at distance 3, and their tables of repeats.
graphs was obtained by Jorgensen [11] who showed that n3,kM3,k − 3 for k4.
In this paper we present new results concerning general properties of graphs with order two less than the Moore
bound (Section 3) and we prove that there are no such graphs of maximum degree 4 and diameter more than 2 (Section
4). The results make use of the notion of a repeat which is the subject of the next section.
2. The notion of a repeat
Since Moore graphs are very rare then we shall consider the graphs of order Md,k − . We shall call such a graph a
graph with defect  or a (d, k,)-graph. Then the (d, k, 0)-graphs are the well-known Moore graphs. One important
property of a graph with sufﬁciently small defect is its regularity.
Lemma 1. If <Md−1,k−1 then every (d, k,)-graph is regular.
Proof. Suppose u is a vertex in the graph and the degree of u is d1d − 1. Then the number of vertices at distance at
most k from u is no more than
1 + d1 + d1(d − 1) + · · · + d1(d − 1)k−1
1 + (d − 1) + (d − 1)(d − 1) + · · · + (d − 1)(d − 1)k−1
= Md,k − Md−1,k−1 <Md,k −  
In studying the (d, k,)-graph, sometimes it is useful to depict the structure of the graph by means of a so-called
layered diagram of the graph. For a graph G, a vertex u in G, and an integer l, the layered diagram at distance l from
u, LD(G, u, l), contains layers of vertices in G. The ﬁrst layer contains the single vertex u, the second layer contains
all neighbours of u, and, in general, the ith layer contains all vertices of distance i − 1 from u, i = 1, . . . , l. Note
that a vertex may occur more than once in the layered diagram and that for ﬁxed G,u and l, LD(G, u, l) is uniquely
determined.
For each vertex x ∈ V (G), we deﬁne the set of vertices at distance i from vertex x, denoted by Ni(x), as Ni(x)={v :
(x, v) = i}. When i = 1, N1(x) = N(x) is the neighbourhood of x. More generally, for S ⊆ V (G), Ni(S) = {v :
(x, v) = i, for x ∈ S}.
In 1988, Miller and Fris [12] introduced the notion of a ‘repeat’ for digraphs of order one less than the Moore bound
for directed graphs. The concept of a repeat has been used as a powerful tool in proving several results regarding the
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Fig. 4. A type 0 vertex of a (d, k, 2)-graph.
non-existence of digraphs with order close to the Moore bound. Next we shall introduce a similar general idea for
graphs.
In a (d, k, 1)-graph there is exactly one path of length at most k between a given vertex u and every other vertex v,
with just one exception: there is exactly one vertex, called the repeat of u and denoted r(u), which is reachable from u
by two disjoint paths of lengths at most k. For every set S ⊆ V (G), consider r(S) to be the set of repeats of all vertices
in S. In [13], we proved that
Theorem 1 (Neighbourhood Lemma). For every u ∈ V (G), N(r(u)) = r(N(u)).
Since r is a permutation, then Lemma 1 simply states that the repeat function r is an automorphism of G. By applying
the Neighbourhood Lemma repeatedly, the Lemma can be generalized for the set of vertices at a particular distance
from a vertex or a set of vertices.
Theorem 2. For every S ⊂ V (G) and any integer l, Nl(r(S)) = r(Nl(S)).
Now we shall extend the notion of repeat to (d, k, 2)-graphs. Thus we consider G to be a (d, k, 2)-graph with degree
at most d3, diameter k2. From Lemma 1 it follows that every (d, k, 2)-graph is regular.
By virtue of regularity and the number of vertices of (d, k, 2)-graph, in the layered diagram at distance k from a given
vertex u, LD(G, u, k), each vertex appears at least once and then one vertex appears three times, or two vertices appear
twice each (see Fig. 3). In other words, there exists exactly one path of length at most k from u to every other vertex,
with just two exceptions: there are exactly two vertices, which are reachable from u by two disjoint paths of lengths
at most k; we call such vertices the repeats of u, ri(u), i = 1, 2. Alternatively, there is exactly one vertex reachable
from u by three disjoint paths of lengths at most k; we call such a vertex the double repeat of u, r(u) = r1(u) = r2(u).
We denote by R(u) the multiset of the two (not necessarily distinct) repeats of a vertex u. More generally, let S be a
multiset of vertices of G, then R(S) is the multiset of all the repeats of elements of S.
There are three possible conﬁgurations for a given vertex u in a (d, k, 2)-graph and its repeats.
• u is a type 0 vertex if d(u, r1(u)) = d(u, r2(u)) = k − 1 (see Fig. 4),
• u is a type 1 vertex if d(u, r1(u)) = d(u, r2(u)) = k and r1(u) = r2(u) (see Fig. 5),
• u is a type 2 vertex if d(u, r1(u)) = d(u, r2(u)) = k and r1(u) = r2(u). We further subdivide this vertex type into
three subtypes:
◦ u is a type2(a) vertex if d4 and there exist four distinct verticesu1, u2, u3, u4 ∈ N(u) such thatd(u1, r1(u))=
d(u2, r1(u)) = k − 1 and d(u3, r2(u)) = d(u4, r2(u)) = k − 1 (see Fig. 6(a)).
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◦ u is a type 2(b) vertex if d3 and there exist a single vertex u2 ∈ N(u) and two other distinct vertices
u1, u3 ∈ N(u) such that d(u1, r1(u))= d(u2, r1(u))= k − 1 and d(u2, r2(u))= d(u3, r2(u))= k − 1 (see Fig.
6(b)).
• u is a type 2(c) vertex if d2 and there exist two distinct vertices u1, u2 ∈ N(u) such that d(u1, r1(u)) =
d(u2, r1(u)) = k − 1 and d(u1, r2(u)) = d(u2, r2(u)) = k − 1 (see Fig. 6(c)).
For any type of vertices, we can easily observe the following.
Observation 1. The distance between a vertex and its repeats is either k − 1 or k.
Observation 2. Every vertex of G lies on either one C2k−1 or two or three C2k .
Observation 3. For every vertex u ∈ G, u ∈ R(R(u)).
Denote by k(u) a graph which is a union of three independent paths of length k with common endvertices, one of
which is the vertex u. Combining all the observations together, we obtain (see also Lemma 2 in [11])
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Fig. 7. LD(G, u, k + 1) of a graph G containing a vertex of type 0.
Lemma 2. Suppose u ∈ V (G). Then either
• u lies on a unique C2k−1 and then the two repeats of u also lie on the same cycle, or
• u is contained on a k(u) = k(r(u)), or
• u lies on two edge-disjoint cycles of lengths 2k which intersect on a path of length l, l ∈ {0, 1, . . . k}, and each of
the cycles contains one repeat of u.
In [13] we proved the Neighbourhood Theorem for a (d, k, 2)-graph by considering every vertex type in the
graph.
Theorem 3 (Neighbourhood Theorem). For every v ∈ G, N(R(v)) = R(N(v)).
3. General properties of graphs with defect 2
In this section, we present general properties of the vertex types in graphs with defect 2. We denote by G a (d, k, 2)-
graph, with d4 and k2.
Several properties of vertices of type 0 are presented in Lemma 3, 4, and their corollaries.
Lemma 3. Let u be a vertex of type 0 in G and C be the cycle of length 2k − 1 containing u. All neighbours of u which
are not in C are vertices of type other than 0.
Proof. Refer to Fig. 7. Let u1, . . . , ud be the neighbours of u and C contains u, u1, u3, r1(u), and r2(u). Suppose u2
is a vertex of type 0, then the edge {r1(u2), r2(u2)} is in G.
There are d −1 vertices u1, u3, . . . , ud that need to reach r1(u2) through a walk of length at most k. However, r1(u2)
is adjacent to r2(u2) and a vertex at distance k − 1 from u, both cannot be used by u1, u3, . . . , ud to reach r1(u2).
Thus there exist only d − 2 vertices to be used by d − 1 vertices, and so there is a vertex used twice. We have two
possibilities, either the vertex in question is r1(u) or r2(u). Without lost of generality, choose r1(u). Hence r1(u2) is at
distance k − 1 from vertex u3 and so the order of the graph will be less than Md,k − 2, a contradiction. 
Corollary 1. It is not possible for every vertex of a (d, k, 2)-graph to be of type 0.
Lemma 4. Let u and v be two distinct vertices in G. If v is a vertex of type 0 then the repeats of v cannot both be
connected to u.
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Proof. Since the vertex v is of type 0, r1(v) and r2(v) are adjacent to each other. If u is adjacent to both r1(v) and
r2(v) then there exists a cycle of length three, C3 = {u, r1(v), r2(v)}. If k3 this is not possible. If k = 2 then u= v, a
contradiction. 
A direct application of Lemma 4 and the Neighbourhood Theorem gives
Corollary 2. A vertex of type 0 and a vertex of type 1 cannot be neighbours in G.
In Lemma 3, we proved that a vertex of type 0 must have exactly two neighbours of type 0. Combining this with
Corollary 2, we get
Corollary 3. Let u be a vertex of type 0 in G. Then the neighbours of u are two vertices of type 0 and (d − 2) vertices
of type 2.
For type 1 vertices, the following holds:
Lemma 5. The neighbours of a vertex of type 1 in G are either of type 1 or 2. Moreover, three of the neighbours must
be of type 2.
Proof. The ﬁrst part of the Lemma comes directly from Corollary 2. Let u be a vertex of type 1 in G, thus G contains
a k(u)= k(r(u)). Denote by u1, u2, u3 the neighbours of u contained in the k(u) and by u′i the neighbour of r(u) in
k(u) that lies in the same path as ui , i = 1, 2, 3. Thus R(u1) = {u′2, u′3}, R(u2) = {u′1, u′3}, and R(u3) = {u′1, u′2}. 
4. Graphs of degree 4 and defect 2
In this section we present our results on graphs of degree 4, diameter k3 and defect 2. As the main result of this
section, we shall prove that there are no (4, k, 2)-graphs when k3.
In [11], Jorgensen proved that every (3, k, 2)-graph containing a vertex of type 1 has diameter k = 2. The unique
such graph is the graph in Fig. 3(i).
In (4, k, 2)-graphs, a vertex of type 1 does not exist, as we shall prove next. (For the remainder of this section we
consider (4, k, 2)-graphs with k3 and we assume that G is a (4, k, 2)-graph with k3.)
Lemma 6. Let u be a vertex of type 1 in G. Then the neigbourhood of u consists of one vertex of type 1 and three
vertices of type 2.
Proof. Let u1, u2, u3, u4 be the neighbours of u with u1, u2, u3 being the vertices of type 2 that lie in the k(u) (see
Lemma 5). Suppose that u4 has two repeats, r1(u4) and r2(u4). By the Neighbourhood Theorem, r(u) is adjacent to
both r1(u4) and r2(u4). Denote by a, b, c the three neighbours of r(u) in k(u). Since R({u1, u2, u3})={a, b, c} (twice
each), then r1(u4), r2(u4) /∈ {a, b, c}. However, d = 4 and so r1(u4) = r2(u4). 
Lemma 7. G does not contain a vertex of type 1.
Proof. Suppose u ∈ G is a vertex of type 1. Denote by u1, u2, u3, u4 the neighbours of u. By Lemma 6, three of the
neighbours of u, say u1, u2, u3, are vertices of type 2 and then u4 is a vertex of type 1. Let u′1, u′2, u′3 be the three
neighbours of r(u) in the k(u) (see Fig. 8).
To reach r(u4) from u, r(u4) must appear once in the layered diagram LD(G, u, k). By the Neighbourhood Theorem,
N(r(u)) = {r(u4), u′1, u′2, u′3} and so the edge {r(u), r(u4)} is in G. Thus r(u4) is located at level k in the diagram.
Without lost of generality, say that r(u4) is at distance k − 1 from u1. Hence, there is a C2k−1 containing u1, r(u4),
and r(u); a contradiction since u1 is assumed to be of type 2. 
Since we know that a (4, k, 2)-graph does not contain a type 1 vertex, next we shall study the properties of type 2
vertices.
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Fig. 9. LD(G, u0, k + 2) of a G containing a vertex of type 2 adjacent to two vertices of type 0.
Lemma 8. A type 2 vertex in G can be adjacent to at most one vertex of type 0.
Proof. Let u be a vertex of type 2. Suppose that u adjacent to more than one vertex of type 0, two of which we denote
by u1 and u4. Consider LD(G, u1, k + 2) as depicted in Fig. 9. Since u1 is a vertex of type 0, by Corollary 3, there
exist two type 0 neighbours of u1, say v1 and v3 and another neighbour of type 2, say v2.
Now, consider r1(u4) and r2(u4) and denote by a (b, respectively) the vertex in N(r1(u4)) ∩ Nk(u1) (N(r2(u4)) ∩
Nk(u1), respectively). Each of r1(u4) and r2(u4) must occur once in the LD(G, u1, k); in particular, they appear at
distance k from u, since if one of them appears at distance less than k then there will be a second appearance of a or b.
Suppose that one of the r1(u4) and r2(u4), say r1(u4), is located at distance k − 1 from one of the type 0 neighbours
of u, say v1. Since u and u4 are neighbours, by the Neighbourhood Theorem and Lemma 4, one of the repeats of u
is adjacent to r1(u4). Without lost of generality, say that r1(u) is adjacent to r1(u4). Using similar reasoning, r1(u) is
connected to either r1(u1) or r2(u1). In either case, v1 and r1(u) are contained in a cycle of length 2k and so both
r1(u4) and r2(u4) cannot occur at distance k − 1 from one of the type 0 neighbours of u.
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Fig. 10. LD(G, u, k + 1) of a G containing a type 2(a) vertex.
Thus both r1(u4) and r2(u4) are at distance k − 1 from v2, which results in the existence of a C2k−1 containing v2,
r1(u4), and r2(u4). This gives the ﬁnal contradiction. 
Recall that there are three subtypes 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c) of type 2 vertex. The next three Lemmas observe the properties
of each subtype.
Lemma 9. G does not contain a vertex of type 2(a).
Proof. Suppose thatG contains a vertex u of type 2(a) (see Fig. 10). Thus we have x1 ∈ R(u2), x2 ∈ R(u1), y1 ∈ R(u4),
and y2 ∈ R(u3).
Since there exists a C2k containing u1 and u2 then the existence of a C2k−1 containing u1 or u2 must be avoided.
Thus a and b cannot be either in Nk−1(u1) or Nk−1(u2). By similar reasoning, c and d can be neither in Nk−1(u3) nor
Nk−1(u4).
Since N(u) = {u1, u2, u3, u4} then by the Neighbourhood Theorem,
R(u1, u2, u3, u4) = {x1, x2, a, b, y1, y2, c, d}. Now, if both a and b are in Nk−1(uj ), for some j ∈ {3, 4} then
r1(u) ∈ R(uj ), a contradiction. Thus, without lost of generality, we can assume that a ∈ Nk−1(u3)\Nk−2(u) and
b ∈ Nk−1(u4)\Nk−2(u) and similarly c ∈ Nk−1(u1)\Nk−2(u) and d ∈ Nk−1(u2)\Nk−2(u).
Since u1 is contained in a C2k then u1 cannot be a vertex of type 0 and by Lemma 8 it is not of type 1, thus u1
is of type 2. Without loss of generality, say R(u1) = {x2, a}, and so there exists another walk of length k from u1 to
a. Therefore there exist two different paths of length k from u2 to b which results in r1(u) being contained in three
different cycles of length 2k, a contradiction. 
Lemma 10. The neighbours of a vertex of type 2(b) are either
(i) three vertices of types 2(b) and one vertex of type 0, or
(ii) three vertices of types 2(b) and one vertex of type 2(c).
Proof. Suppose that u is a vertex of type 2(b). For other notations, refer to Fig. 11. By Lemma 8, suppose that u1, u2,
and u3 are all of type 2. At ﬁrst we have the following repeats for u, u1, u2, and u3, R(u) = {r1(u), r2(u)}, x2 ∈
R(u1), R(u2) = {x1, y2}, and y1 ∈ R(u3). Without lost of generality, we can allocate a ∈ Nk−1(u3), b ∈ Nk−1(u1),
and b, d ∈ Nk−1(u4).
(i) If u4 is a vertex of type 0, then, due to the Neighbourhood Theorem, R(u4) = {b, d} and we obtain the other
repeats for u1 and u3, which are a and c, respectively. Moreover, b and d are two adjacent vertices. Thus we have
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Fig. 11. LD(G, u, k + 1) of a (4, k, 2)-graph G containing a type 2(b) vertex.
the edge {b, d} shown in Fig. 11. Clearly, both a and b are not in Nk−1(u), and so u1 and u3 are of type 2(b).
Now, suppose that u2 is a vertex of type 2(c). This would result in the existence of a cycle C2k−1 containing r1(u)
and r2(u), a contradiction. Thus u2 is of type 2(b).
(ii) If u4 is a vertex of type 2 then R(u4) = {a, c} and, consequently, b ∈ R(u1) and d ∈ R(u3). It is easy to see
that u2 is a vertex of type 2(b) and, since b, d /∈Nk−1(u), so are u1 and u3. Let z1, z2, and z3 be the other three
neighbours of u4. We know that a, c /∈Nk−1(u); on the other hand, u4 needs to reach a and c via two disjoint
paths of length k. Thus by the Pigeonhole Principle, both a and c are at distance k − 1 from one of the zi , say
z1. Thus there are two possibilities; ﬁrst, a and c are of distance k − 1 from two different zi other than z1, say,
z2 and z3, respectively. This results in the following sets of repeats: R(u1) = {x2, b} and R(u3) = {y1, d}, and
so d(r1(ui), r2(ui)) = 2. Because k > 2, this creates a problem: the Neighbourhood Theorem does not hold for
vertex u1. The second possibility is there exists a zi other than z1, say z2, at distance k − 1 from both a and c.
Hence u4 is a vertex of type 2(c) and this completes the proof. 
From the proof of Lemma 10, the following can be obtained.
Corollary 4. The two repeats of a vertex of type 2(b) in a (4, k, 2)-graph must be of type 2(b).
Lemma 11. The neighbours of a type 2(c) vertex in G are two vertices of type 2(b) and two vertices of type 2(c).
Proof. Suppose that u is a type 2(c) vertex and refer to Fig. 12 for other notations.
Suppose, without loss of generality, that x1 and y1 are located at distance k − 1 from u3 and then x2 and y2 are at
distance k − 1 from u4. Suppose that u3 is a vertex of type 0. Then by the Neighbourhood Theorem, R(u3)= {x1, y1}.
Thus, R(u4) = {x2, y2}, i.e., u4 is also a vertex of type 0. This is impossible due to Lemma 8. Therefore, both u3 and
u4 are of type 2.
From Fig. 12, we can see that both u1 and u2 are of type 2(b). Using the same reasoning as in the proof of Lemma
10, we deduce that u3 and u4 are of type 2(c). 
Combining Corollary 3 and Lemma 11, the following holds:
Corollary 5. The neighbours of a vertex of type 0 in G are two vertices of type 0 and two vertices of type 2(b).
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem of this paper.
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Fig. 12. LD(G, u, k + 1) of a (4, k, 2)-graph G containing a type 2(c) vertex.
Theorem 4. For k3, there are no (4, k, 2)-graphs.
Proof. Let G be a (4, k, 2)-graph, where k3. G contains only vertices of types 0, 2(b), and 2(c). Let us group the
vertices of types 0 and 2(c) and call them collectively vertices of type not 2(b). Our aim is to count the number of
vertices in G in two ways: ﬁrst as all the vertices in G (of each types) are reached (within diameter) from a vertex of
type 2(b) and then as such vertices are reached (within diameter) from a vertex of type not2(b). Since, as we shall see,
we obtain different sums each time, no such G can exist.
Let u be a vertex of type 2(b) in G. For 1 ik, we denote by si and ti the number of type 2(b) and not2(b) vertices
in the set Ni(v), respectively. According to Corollary 5, Lemmas 10 and 11, the following recurrence relations hold:
si+1 = 3si + 2ti and ti+1 = si + 2ti ,
from which it follows that, for 0 ik − 2,
si+2 = 5si+1 − 4si . (1)
The characteristic equation of the linear recurrence in Eq. (1) is x2 −5x+4=0, with roots x1 =1 and x2 =4. Therefore,
the general solution for (1) is
si = c1 1i + c2 4i = c1 + c2 4i . (2)
Since u is a vertex of type 2(b), s0 = 1 and, by Lemma 10, s1 = 3, which in conjunction with (4) implies that c1 = 13
and c2 = 23 . Hence, for 1 ik,
si = 13 + 23 4i . (3)
Now we count the vertices starting with a vertex u′ of type not2(b). For 1 ik, let s′i be the number of type 2(b)
vertices in the set Ni(u′). Thus the linear recurrence equation (1) and its general solution (4) remain valid for s′i , that
is, for 1 ik,
s′i = c′1 + c′2 4i . (4)
This time, since u′ is of type not2(b), we have s′0 =0 and, by Lemma 11, s′1 =3, which combined with (4) gives c′1 =− 23
and c′2 = 23 . Hence, for 1 ik,
s′i = − 23 + 23 4i . (5)
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By Lemma 4, in the collection N0(u),N1(u), . . . , Nk(u), there exist two more vertices of type 2(b), namely the repeats
of u, than in the collection N0(u′), N1(u′), . . . , Nk(u′). Hence
k∑
i=0
si =
k∑
i=0
s′i + 2,
or, equivalently,
k∑
i=0
(si − s′i ) = 2. (6)
From (3) and (5), we obtain si − s′i = 1. Combining with (6) gives
k∑
i=0
1 = 2,
which is absurd if k > 1. This contradiction completes the proof. 
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